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Hey There!

Swipe across the page if reading on an ipad or kindle,  if using 
on a computer click the arrows at the bottom right of the 
screen to get to the next page.

Come on a mission with the Periodic Team and learn  about their 
powers, enemies and  teamwork. This book explores the periodic 
table in a fun way and enjoyable  for all to read.

READ
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There was a group of friends,  a group of friends with 
speical powers..
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They are known as the Periodic Team.  They were all born with 
special powers that come from the periodic table.  They fight crime 
and keep their beloved city safe. Let’s meet them shall we?

They are superheroes! 

Once apon

 a time...



First we have Helium - 
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Then there 

is H20 
.

Next we have 

Fluorine .

My powers let me fly, born with 

the element helium in my  
body I am able to soar through 
any sky, at any speed making 
me an  essential part of the 
Periodic Team.

I  am made up of hydrogen and oxygen 

to create the element water (H2O). 
My powers are water based and I am 
able to make water appear from my 
hands at any time.

My power consists of fire.  I am 
made up of the element 

fluorine,  a gas that is so reactive 
it ignites anything it touches.



Then there is 

Titanium - 

Finally we have 
Silver  .

I’m Titanium,  I’m the 
strongest out of the bunch. 
Born with the element 
titanium  in my bones, I am 
indestructible and can bend 
or break any metal with 
ease.

I’m Silver,  I am the best 
conductor of electricity 
because my body is  made up 
of the element silver,  just a 
touch from my fingertips 
will electrify anything.
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The periodic team heard 
screaming coming from the city 
park. 

When they went to investigate they seen the park had been turned 
black -  everything was dead, the flowers, the trees, everything was 
destroyed.  The Team were very concearned and wondered what 
had happened.
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One day...



 exclaimed Helium to his team.

I know who is behind 
this,  It was Dr Arsenic, he 
is using his poison 
powers to try and take 
over the city again!

The team assembled and set of to find Dr 
Arsenic to put a stop to  his evil plan.
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Arsenic answered maliciously,  laughing as he 
sealed the bomb.  This is a bomb that will 

be dropped over the 
city, intoxicating 
everyone who breathes 
it in.

LAIR

SWEET

LAIR

they arrived in his dark lair to find Dr Arsneic builidng 
another  one of his poison bombs. 
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Later

Stop ! What 
are you doing 
Arsen?



Helium tunred to Flourine and said, 


What are we going 
to do, our powers 
wont work alone?

I don’t know Helium 
we have to think of 
something quick!

And don’t be getting any 
ideas about using your 
powers against me!  I 
have power proofed this 
whole lair.

  There is nothing 
you can do to  stop 
me! The city will be 
mine, finally!



Suddenly
Silver then came up with an idea, 

Guys i have a plan,  if we 
use out powers togehter 
we can stop him,  the 
reaction will be big 
enough!’
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Keep 

Going!

So the team listened to Silver and put all of their 
powers  together in one spot.

It’s working!
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THEN...
The reaction was strong because of the reation thier powers had. 

It created a big explosion in Dr Arsenic’s lair.

NOOOO! How 
did you figure it out? 

My bomb is ruined, darn 
you perioidic team you 
got me once again.
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The city and park was restored back to it’s beauty and the 
citiznes were happy. The Periodic Team  have saved the 
day once again from the Evil Dr Arsneic  with the help of 
their amazing powers and teamwork.

The 
End.


